
ÀMBIT Galeria d’Art 
BARCELONA 

 
We  are pleased to present the exhibition 

 

VACCARO 
Cada dia és un privilegi, un regal i una victòria.  (“Every day is a privilege, a gift and a 
victory”).  
Exhibition to benefit the fight against cancer, in collaboration with the Vall d’Hebron Institute of 
Oncology. 
 
Opening:    November 5th at 7.30 p.m. 

Exhibition:  Until November 17th, 2015. 

 

Tot és incert, i estricte, i necessari. 

Més ençà de la forma que constreny 

hi ha el color que fecunda i allibera. 

Miquel Martí i Pol.	  Excerpt from the poem for the exhibition Aura de Capvespre, from Ricard 

Vaccaro. 

Ricard Vaccaro (Barcelona, 1946) graduated in Arts from the Massana School and began his 

long career in the early seventies. Vaccaro has dedicated his life to artistic creation, from 

teaching  -passing down the values of art-, to politics and the artistic practice. 

Sonata n3 en do menor de J.S. Bach, 2015 
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 Vaccaro has been able to articulate an artistic language which brings us to the symbolism of 

sensuality that the artist catches through transparencies, glazes and overlays. A personal, 

internal vision of painting and sculpture that brings the viewer to feel them intensely; as we feel 

sensuality. His love for aesthetics and creativity brings him to incorporate light to his latest works. 

A corporal light:he intense, warm and passionate. A light that acquieres volume in the artist's 

sculptures. But Ricard says he only writes, writes with colors and paints with the gesture of 

writing. 

 L’Olimp, 2015 

Ricard Vaccaro exhibits again at ÀMBIT, where in 2006 he displayed “Silenci i Plaer” (“Silence 

and Pleasure”).  This time the show discovers 34 works on paper that the artist has performed as 

he entered and left the hospital.  All of them in the same format -21x30 cm.- set up a journey 

through the emotions of an artist struggling with the gesture and space, and also with life. An 

artist who repeats, like a mantra, that "every day is a privilege, a gift and a victory" and, as the 

poets, offers the best Vaccaro from physical exhaustion. As Vicenç Altaió says: “Art remains 

above fatality and regret”. 
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The exhibition will be presented by the prestigious Dr. Bonaventura Clotet and profit will go to 

benefit the fight against cancer. 

We hope that this exhibition awakes your interest and hope to welcome you in the course of the 

opening during which Colmado Quílez will be offering a cocktail. 

For more information about the artist, do not hesitate to contact the gallery. 

 

Adéu groc!, 2015 
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ÀMBIT Galeria d’Art 

 

 

 

 

 

DATA: 

 

 

Title:         Cada dia és un privilegi, un regal i una victòria. (Every day is a privilege, a gift and a 

       victory). 
  

Technique:    Painting on paper. 

 

Opening:  November 5th at 7.30 p.m. 

 

Exhibition dates:  November 5th – November 17th, 2015 

 

Place:       ÀMBIT Galeria d’Art 

       Consell de Cent, 282   08007 Barcelona 

       Telf.: (34) 93 488 1800 

       ambit@ambitgaleriaart.com 

       www.ambitgaleriaart.com 

 

Schedule:  Tuesday to Saturday.   

        From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m   and   4 p.m. to  8,30 p.m. 
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